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Raised Lighter Tribute
Holding up lighters at a concert has been occurring since at least as early as
the late 1960s

Smartphone Light Tribute
Same feeling, same passion different asset and …. more than lights ?

Digitization does impact the business

Information Technology is not anymore what it was
Upside down innovation requires that innovation in the consumer market
become available for enterprise

A set of digital transformation
drivers…

Mobile
revolution

Connectivity, access and
participation of people and things
are growing rapidly; Mobile internet
and smart devices are exploding

…is impacting all levels
of society

Individuals
• The connected consumer
• The networked workforce
• The empowered citizens

Social media
explosion

Changing the way that individuals
and organizations engage,
interact and collaborate

Hyperdigitization

Digital content is being produced
and accessed more quickly than
ever before, causing growth in
digitized industries, markets &
segments

Power of
analytics

New opportunities for real time
analysis and predictive analytics
creating business insight from
more and more data

Enterprises
• Evolved business models
• Optimized digital operations
• Connected enterprise

Industries
• Value migration
• Industry redefinition
• Fragmentation

Transformation drivers is impacting individuals, organizations
and industries

System of Records are not enough to get consumer

“If you wish to persuade me, you must
think my thoughts, feel my feelings, and
speak my words.”
— Marcus Tullius Cicero (c. 106-43 B.C.)

Social Media as new data source to better engage clients

Internet of Things generate new data for building up
new insight in several industries

Tesla

A Tesla vehicle in need of repairs can autonomously call
for a corrective software download, or, if necessary, send
a notification to the customer with an invitation for a
valet to pick up the car and deliver it to a Tesla facility.

Babolat

Babolat’s Play Pure Drive product system puts sensors
and connectivity in the tennis racket handle, allowing
users to track and analyze ball speed, spin, and
impact location to improve their game.

Medtronic
Ralph Lauren

Medtronic’s implanted digital blood glucose meter
connects wirelessly to a monitoring and display device
and can alert
patients to trends in glucose levels requiring attention.
Ralph Lauren’s Polo Tech Shirt, available in 2015,
streams distance covered, calories burned, movement
intensity, heart rate, and other data to the wearer’s
mobile device.

HBR, November 2014, How Smart Connected Products Are transforming
Competition, M.E. Porter

Physical goes Digital
Physical objects centered business are transforming into digital business by extending
object with digital attribute leveraging software application

5,000,000
lines of code in smart appliances

100,000,000
lines of code in a new car

80,000

1,200,000
lines of code in a smartphone

50%

lines of code in a pacemaker

Sensors for industrial
asset monitoring and
management will grow from
just over 15M units in 2014 to
over 40M units in 2018

Smart TVs represented 27%
of all TV sales in 2012; by
2018, they will represent 82%.

Smart LED lighting will grow
from 6M units in 2015 to 570M
units in 2020, used for safety
communication, health,
pollution and personalized
services.

of B2B
collaboration
will take place
through web
APIs next year.

Code

By 2020, there will be
925M smart meters installed
worldwide, more than double
the 400M in 2014.

Tools

Analytics Data APIs
Revenues for
smart grid sensors
will grow ten-fold
from 2014 to 2021.

By 2017, there will be 1B
connected things in smart
homes, including appliances,
smoke detectors and cameras.

Smart traffic sensors and
other devices installed in
smart cities will grow from
237M units in 2015 to 371M
in 2017.

The world is being rewritten in software code, and cloud is the platform on
which the new digital builders—from developers to business professionals
—are reimagining everything from banking to retail to healthcare.

Innova Challenge is a clear compromise of BBVA with Big Data and Open Innovation. Following
this contest, the bank has opened his real trade data for the first time in history.
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https://www.centrodeinnovacionbbva.com/en/innovachallenge/home

Innovation with the ecosystem

Million of transaction coming
from 2 million of cards used
in 200.000 shops

Apps developed

Millions of API calls to BBVA
systems

Registered developers

API Economy creates new value

Economic Value created by enterprises
offering API to programmable access to
internal system e data
API

is the product

API

projects the product

API

promotes the product
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API

powers and feeds the
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Leverag
e

Value Delivery Focus

Integrate

The “how”

Reshaping the operating
model

We can now
confer on every
digitized object,
product, process
and service a
kind of thinking
ability.

Value Proposition Focus
Create

Enhance

Extend

Re-define

Reshaping the customer value
proposition

The “what”

Cognitive Computing Era

A cognitive system is able to ingest information, reasoning about fact, formulate hypothesis
and all of this interacting with natural language

Cognitive systems can understand
the world through sensing and
interaction, reason using hypotheses
and arguments and learn from
experts and through data. Watson is
the most advanced such system.
Today, businesses in

36
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industries are
applying cognitive technologies.

There are

On average there are

350+

Watson ecosystem partner
companies, with

100

of those have taken their
product to market.

96%

in insurance intend to invest in cognitive
capabilities.

84%

in healthcare believe it will play a disruptive
role in the industry, and 60% believe they
lack the skilled professionals and technical
experience to achieve it.

78%

of business and IT
executives believe
that successful business
will manage employees
alongside intelligent
machines.

countries across.

Among C-Suite executives
familiar with cognitive computing:

94%

in retail intend to invest in
cognitive capabilities.

1.3B

Watson API calls a
month and growing.

89%

in telecommunications believe
it will have a critical impact on
the future of their business.
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When your business thinks, you
can outthink. And build cognitive
industries: cognitive healthcare,
supply chains and much more.
Deeper
human
Elevated
Advantages
of
Cognitive
engagement.
expertise.
Cognitive
processes
and operations.
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Intelligent
exploration
and discovery.

Cognitive
Business:
products and
services.
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